TouchTunes music programmers are passionate about music. We create a variety of fully licensed background music channels for TouchTunes locations to choose from. From Classic Rock to Country Mix, the TouchTunes Background Music Service is designed to keep the party going while still allowing patrons to make their own song selections on the jukebox.

**HIGHLIGHTS**

- Fully licensed for commercial establishments
- Over 15 themed music channels to choose from
- Each channel features over 30 hours of music
- Refreshed weekly with new music
- You are in control — channels can be changed instantly using the jukebox remote
- Complements user jukebox song selections
- Can be scheduled at specified times during the day or all day long

*Want more information? Ask your operator how to get started.*
ADULT CONTEMPORARY
Easy light favorites from the ‘90s to today.

ALTERNATIVE ROCK
A diverse selection of alternative rock songs.

BLUES
A contemporary collection of blues artists.

CLASSIC R&B & SOUL
Sounds from the pioneers of R&B and Soul.

CLASSIC ROCK
Rock’s biggest bands and timeless hits.

COUNTRY MIX
Mid-tempo mix of country music from the last 30 years.

EASY LISTENING
Lite pop and rock hits from the ‘80s, ‘90s and today.

HOLIDAY MIX
Christmas songs, classical music and holiday favorites.

INDIE ROCK
Modern yet accessible rock tracks from independent and up-and-coming artists.

IRISH
A mix of Irish and Celtic songs.

JAZZ
Jazz music, piano, saxophone, calm atmosphere.

OLDIES
Kick back with music from the ‘50s and ‘60s.

REGGAE
Classic jams from Reggae legends.

THE HITS
A mix of current and mainstream hits across all genres.

URBAN & HIP HOP
A contemporary mix of urban and hip-hop songs.

ROCK MIX
The ultimate rock selection featuring timeless rock songs from the past 30 years.

LATIN MIX
A mix of Latin styles including Regional Mexican, Pop Rock, Urban Rhythm and Tropical.

LATIN POP
Popular songs from your favorite Latin pop artists.

LATIN POP ROCK
New and classic Latin Pop and Rock songs.

LATIN URBAN RHYTHM
Classic and contemporary Latin urban rhythms.

REGIONAL MEXICAN
A blend of Regional Mexican music.

TROPICAL
A perfect mix of exotic Latin sounds.